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In order to have a chance of persuading your audience members to agree with your point of view, choosing
good persuasive speech topics is important. Most couples, it seems, would pick the sex of their children if they
had the option. In countries like China, couples feel more pressure because of birth limits. One recent study
has shown that more than forty percent of couples worldwide would choose the sex of their child if possible.
Proponents of gender selection have a strong argument and quite a bit of support from a number of different
places. Ronald Ericsson, called "Dr. Sperm" by many, has been marketing a home test kit to help couples
choose the gender of their child. As a result, couples can spend thousands of dollars trying to create a baby of
their choice, only to be disappointed. This can result of the termination of such pregnancies. Not only is
gender selection dangerous, but it can create sex distortion ratios, particularly in countries where one sex is the
preferred member of society. Proponents of gender selection, though, have come up with an answer to this one
as well. Suresh Nayak, an Indian Ob-Gyn, suggested that the fear that sex selection would change the natural
ratios was unfounded because the practice is only used by a fraction of couples who can afford it. That fact,
though, may soon change. As the procedures get increasingly cheaper, more couples are taking advantage of
them. Fertility clinics are literally swamped with couples trying to create designer babies. By the end of , more
than cases of successful gender selected babies were reported. Many schools are starting to study the
procedure to make it more available to couples. Undoubtedly, this procedure will distort the natural gender
ratios if enough people can afford it. If some doctors and scientists have their way, everyone will soon be able
to afford the procedure. There is some light at the end of this tunnel, however. Gender selection has finally
been banned in many countries on the continents of Europe and Asia. Perhaps they realize that this practice is
not only unethical and dangerous, it will eventually lead to couples wanting to create designer babies by
choosing hair and eye color, levels of intelligence, and even height! If we continue to allow gender selection,
serious, dangerous problems could occur in our society. Gender selection is a powerful tool that science does
not yet fully understand how to use. If we do not draw the line between wants and needs early, there will be no
stopping wealthy parents in the future who want to choose all of the characteristics of their babies, which will
undoubtedly create problems in the human race and promote intolerance towards others. By discouraging
parents to choose the genders of their babies, we are encouraging our children to have fewer prejudices and
accept others, regardless of sex and gender preferences. The only acceptable way to choose the gender of a
child is through adoption. Your browser does not support the audio element. End of Example of a Persuasive
Speech An example of a persuasive speech such as this one will hopefully give you some ideas on how to
structure your speech. I really hope you enjoyed this example of a persuasive speech! I certainly enjoyed
researching it and writing it because I truly believe that gender selection is a slippery slope and NOT one we
should be going down. Click the like button above to let everyone on FaceBook know about this resource for
speech topics, free sample speeches and speech writing tips! Or leave a comment in the box below and start a
conversation!
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The original source of the speech is here. I did modify the speech at lot of places to suit my taste. The fourth
Toastmasters speech project guides you to use simple, but descriptive language in your speeches. The aims for
this speech project focus on your selection of words and phrases: Choose words and grammar which
communicate clearly. Choose words and grammar which appeal to the senses. A general approach could be to
choose any of the following approach: Choose Descriptive or Story-based Topics Any topic can work, but to
flex your speechwriting muscles, choose a topic which lends itself to vivid descriptions. Speeches based
around stories or experiences will challenge you to select words and phrases to transport your audience from
their chairs to the setting where your speech takes place. Use Sensory Language Make your audience see what
you see, feel what you feel, taste what you taste, smell what you smell, and hear what you hear. Transport your
audience to a movie theatre by describing: Use Repetition Wisely Repetition of phrases throughout a
paragraph, and repetition of sentences throughout your speech make your speech memorable. Wrap your
speech around a signature phrase. However, I recommend against choosing this type of topic. Well, here then I
go with my P4 Speech: It was a nightmarish nightmare. Desiring to see Anushka Sharma in my dreams and
dreadingly getting ToonToon instead. I was dejected, disgusted, and devastated. I had fallen short and failed,
no matter how fervently I tried. Dear Toastmasters and Guests, the fact isâ€¦ I amâ€¦ a 3-speech toastmaster. I
was, I am, and I will be a 3-speech toastmaster! I could even bear a day fast, but not this tormenting truth! It
was tough to take terms with the reality! All the fun and frolic in my life faded away. The otherwise-evergreen
factors in my life â€” enjoyment, excitement, entertainment â€” their existence evaporated. I no longer could
enjoy pan-fried noodles at mainland china â€” the tempting tasty thing I love more than my life. My days were
as miserable as days in office when the vending machine was out-of-order! In the menu cards of restaurants I
kept searching for words to use in my speech. Well, you might want to know what I did to overcome this
problem. Ask me what not I did! It felt like Sehwag, hitting fours and sixes in the first over, and then getting
out cheaply at gully in the second! So, I started watching for words when my friends spoke to me. I searched
for ideas in every nook and corner of my world. I started looking for one-liners and anecdotes in the hoardings
instead of enjoying a Priyanka Chopra or a Kareena Kapoor picture! Newspapers, magazines, movies, and
even horrible TV reality showsâ€¦ I desperately searched everywhere for inspirationâ€¦ in vain! I can only take
heart to say that this horrendous truth is a humbling experience. But this humbling experience gave me the
courage to speak out my feelings as a speech. At the end of the day, your thoughts are going to be your idea
and content of your speech and your feelings are going to make the speech. Open your heart and march. On
the face of this earth, I will have to wait for few more minutes to know whether I jumped the fourth hurdle to
the race to become a competent toastmaster. This Speech was very well appreciated at the IBC building,
resulting in 15 IM requests congratulating me within half an hour of completion of the session.
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Should politicians bring more pollution to our country? What would happen if finite resources were not used
wisely? Four main reasons for generating genetically modified crops. The effect of organic and inorganic
fertilizer on maize. Are we going to lose the rainforest? The best ways to protect the environment. Commercial
crops and their effect on the water table. The environmental impact of a meat based diet. Recycling helps
mitigate the greenhouse effect. Why we should stop global warming. See this page for a full list of
Environmental Informative Speech Topics. Ethics Is it sometimes better to tell a lie than to tell the truth? Is
tolerance the same as love? Is hunting morally acceptable? Adopted children should always have the option to
see their biological parents. The impact of single parenting and its effects on children. The appropriate
penalties for parental negligence. What it is like being the youngest of a family of 19 kids. The importance of
the parent-child relationship. My father is my hero. How to pick a name for your children. Cases of domestic
violence against men. The importance of family. The history of foster care. See this page for a full list of
Family Informative Speech Topics. We also have a page with Speech Topics for Kids. Financial How banks
are getting paid twice for your mortgage. How to save money in college. How to build credit. How to save
money on your income taxes. How to apply for a credit card. The basics of financial aid. The importance of
saving money. How to recognize stock market trends. The process of buying a house. The basics of internet
banking safety. The best investment strategies. Tips on how do deal with money problems. The history of our
currency. How the US Dollar affects the Euro. Does China have a serious stock market? Different stages of
poverty The difference between Gatorade and Powerade. How to cook a delicious dinner. How to grow your
own food. The different types of coffee. How to cook vegetarian. How to make a cocktail. The best types of
cheese. The best exotic fruits. How to make Chinese food. Some laugh, but there are many courageous people
who overcome stuttering. Funny Saint Patricks Day parades, pub decorating, Irish fun runs. Differences
between apes and monkeys, monkeys in space programs, how they live in groups in the zoo. Amphibian
vehicles â€” search for information about those rare car-boat vehicles, and you have lots of fun informative
speech topics to talk about! Cartoons in relation to our Freedom of Speech and Expression principles. Show
the listeners to your public speaking speech some flags of unknown countries, ask them what nation you mean
and explain colors and symbols. The extraterrestrial life stories and future theories from French author Jules
Verne. Etiquette and manners, how to cope with special situations, how to behave at official ceremonies you
see enough public speaking speeches spicing humor. Fashion styles and dress codes at parties and ceremonies.
See this page for a full list of Fun Informative Speech Topics. Geography The antipodes â€” Places on Earth
which are diametrically opposite to each other. Cartography â€” How terrestrial globe spheres are crafted.
Climatology â€” Patterns in climate change, like rising temperatures and flooding. Coasts â€” Types of coasts,
deltas, sea cliffs and beaches. What does the continental drift theory mean in vulcanology? See this page for a
full list of Speech Topics On Geography. Government The role of accounting in the control of public
expenditures in Nigeria. What factors affect community participation in public meetings? How difficult is it to
run a country of 1. Speeding cameras are meant to provide the government money. Should the President be
paid while being in office? Journalism is our weapon against corruption. How a bill passes in state
government. The best city planning practices. Health Steroids, antibiotics, sprays: The effects of dissociative
identity disorder or multiple personality disorder. The importance of proper stretching before a workout. How
to keep your skin looking young and wrinkle free. The different types of insomnia. The psychosocial aspects
of organ transplantation. Controversial ideas about whooping cough vaccines. The reasons why stress and
depression should be taken seriously. We also have a page with Medical Topics and Psychology topics.
History The beauty of ancient Egyptian art. The most beautiful paintings in history. The history of fashion.
The history of high heels. The history of cosmetic makeup. The history of Tibetan burial practices. What
Olympic events did ancient Greece have? The history of swear words and their impact on society. Words and
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their meanings that have changed with time. Why dragons perfom in Chinese New Year celebrations. See this
page for a full list of History Speech Topics. International Relations Economic development and the role of
the private sector in reducing poverty in Lesotho. The military of the Philippines. Is South Africa ready for a
female president? Can democracy bring stability to Pakistan? South Africa is an amazing country.
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These speeches on food cover everything from world issues like food security to local communities and co-operatives.
The environment is an important topic here, especially in the context of food shortages and sustainability. The talks also
run the gamut from child obesity to dieting. In a talk given.

What is your general purpose? There are three basic types of speeches: Speeches that Educate e. This decision
will influence many decisions you make as you prepare for your speech, so it is important that you are clear on
your overall motive. Your core message is the central idea of your presentation. All other speech elements
should support the core message. Aim to express your core message in a single sentence. If you cannot do this,
you need more clarity. Your core message must be something you believe in. What do you know about this
core message? Can you draw stories from personal experience? Have you researched the topic? We like to
believe that our entire presentation will be remembered. The reality is that the audience will retain only one or
two points. Your speech should be designed to ensure that your audience remembers your core message. How
is this message related to the audience? Your audience is not an innocent bystander who just happens to be in
the room when you deliver your presentation. They are an integral part of the communication path. Great
delivery by a speaker does not guarantee a successful speech; a successful speech is one where the audience
receives the message. Audience analysis is needed to determine which messages the audience is willing to
receive from you: What are the key audience demographic? Are they technical or non-technical?
Predominantly male or female? How is your audience related to you? Is the audience filled with your peers?
Are you an outsider? Are you viewed as an expert? Are you unknown to them? How large is the audience? Is
it small enough so that everyone will see sweat on your brow? Are you in a large theatre? Is the audience in
the room, or is there a remote audience too? Or a future video audience? What message does the audience
want to receive? This is just as important as asking what core message you want to deliver. They will tune out.
Your delivery will be flat. If you attempt to speak on a topic where you have no expertise or experience to
draw from, your presentation will fail. Your content will be empty and shallow. However, if you find a topic
where you have both expertise and passion, and the audience is interested, you will succeed. What is the scope
of your presentation? The scope is naturally influenced by elements discussed earlier: Your general purpose
The needs of your audience There is one further key element to consider: How much time is allowed? If you
have two minutes, then the scope of your talk is probably going be one story illustrating that message. On the
other hand, if you have four hours, then you may study biographical details of famous dreamers, discuss
methods for aligning your life decisions with your dreams, or explore other avenues. What is the context of
your presentation? There are dozens of factors that come into play which only you can know, but one of the
most common is knowing whether or not others will be speaking at the same event on similar topics. If so,
then your scope will generally be very narrow and perhaps quite deep. If you are a keynote speaker and
nobody else has touched on your domain, then you may choose to a broader, more shallow scope. The genesis
for this speech was a party conversation four months before the speech was written or delivered. Everyone
was animated about the devastating impact of the recent wind storms on trees throughout the area. My friend
relayed the theory of arborists as to why so many trees were knocked over in the storm. I was fascinated by the
theory, and thought that I might someday craft a speech around that core idea. Months later, with a speech
contest on the horizon, I was searching for a speech topic. I connected the determination of his parents with
the theory of the fallen trees, and I felt that I had a core message: Face your problems head on! Once I had that
central idea, I questioned whether it would work for the contest speech: The only common characteristic of the
audience is that they all live in British Columbia where the storm was a massive news story a few months
prior. This common experience was an advantage since the audience already had vivid mental images of the
storm and the trees. The context was the Toastmasters International speech contest. Any topic is allowed, but
inspirational or motivational topics are most common. I had what I felt was a meaty topic; my general purpose
was to motivate my audience. Not only was the core message not fluffy, but it has universal appeal. Everyone
in the audience has problems, so everyone in the audience should be interested in the message. I believe in the
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core message, and I have personal experiences from which to draw speech content. The timing was
approximately seven minutes. I judged this would be more than adequate to tell a few stories about trees, the
storm, and baby Maximus, and to tie it all together.
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How to Write a Speech for School Elections. In this Article: Article Summary Crafting Your Message Structuring Your
Speech Preparing for Delivery Sample Speeches Community Q&A If you're running for office in school elections,
delivering your candidate speech can be one of the most important â€” and nerve-wracking â€” parts of the whole
process.

Among other cherished values, the First Amendment protects freedom of speech. Supreme Court often has
struggled to determine what exactly constitutes protected speech. The following are examples of speech, both
direct words and symbolic actions , that the Court has decided are either entitled to First Amendment
protections, or not. The First Amendment states, in relevant part, that: Not to speak specifically, the right not
to salute the flag. West Virginia Board of Education v. Des Moines, U. To use certain offensive words and
phrases to convey political messages. To contribute money under certain circumstances to political campaigns.
To advertise commercial products and professional services with some restrictions. Virginia Board of
Pharmacy v. Virginia Consumer Council, U. State Bar of Arizona, U. To engage in symbolic speech, e.
Freedom of speech does not include the right: To incite actions that would harm others e. United States, U. To
make or distribute obscene materials. To burn draft cards as an anti-war protest. To permit students to print
articles in a school newspaper over the objections of the school administration. Hazelwood School District v.
Of students to make an obscene speech at a school-sponsored event. Bethel School District 43 v. Of students
to advocate illegal drug use at a school-sponsored event.
6: List of speeches - Wikipedia
This page has hundreds of topics for informative speeches and essays, and we are continually updating our list. If you're
stumped for ideas, use this list of informative topics as a starting point to find a subject that interests you enough to
speak or write about.

7: Speech Preparation: Selecting a Speech Topic and Core Idea
Paul just returned from New York Fashion Week. His Graphic Arts & Design teacher has asked him to give an
informative speech about his trip. Paul wants to cover fashion week from the first show he saw to the last show he saw.

8: best Speech-related food images on Pinterest | Speech language therapy, Food and Kid snacks
Get inspiration to make the future a better place with these motivational graduation speeches from Steve Jobs, George
Saunders, J.K. Rowling and more.

9: Missouri's Definition of Meat Violates Right to Free Speech, Says Vegan Meat Brand Tofurky
Topics for "How-to" Speeches. These are sample topics for brief process speeches. Whatever topic you choose, get
your instructor's permission before bringing animals, babies, small children, and food materials into the classroom.
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